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ABSTRACT
We investigate the chemical composition of the solar system’s giant planets atmo-
spheres using a physical formation model with chemistry. The model incorporate disk
evolution, pebbles and gas accretion, type I and II migration, simplified disk photoe-
vaporation and solar system chemical measurements. We track the chemical compo-
sitions of the formed giant planets and compare them to the observed values. Two
categories of models are studied: with and without disk chemical enrichment via pho-
toevaporation. Predictions for the Oxygen and Nitrogen abundances, core masses, and
total amount of heavy elements for the planets are made for each case. We find that
in the case without disk PE, both Jupiter and Saturn will have a small residual core
and comparable total amounts of heavy elements in the envelopes. We predict oxygen
abundances enrichments in the same order as carbon, phosphorus and sulfur for both
planets. Cometary Nitrogen abundances does not allow to easily reproduce Jupiter’s
nitrogen observations. In the case with disk PE, less core erosion is needed to repro-
duce the chemical composition of the atmospheres, so both planets will end up with
possibly more massive residual cores, and higher total mass of heavy elements. It is
also significantly easier to reproduce Jupiter’s Nitrogen abundance. No single was disk
was found to form both Jupiter and Saturn with all their constraints in the case with-
out photoevaporation. No model was able to fit the constraints on Uranus & Neptune,
hinting toward a more complicated formation mechanism for these planets. The pre-
dictions of these models should be compared to the upcoming Juno measurements to
better understand the origins of the solar system giant planets.
Key words: planets and satellites: formation – planets and satellites: gaseous planets
– planets and satellites: composition
1 INTRODUCTION
Twenty years ago, the Galileo probe dove into Jupiter’s at-
mosphere bringing a wealth of informations on its properties,
structure and chemical composition. One of Galileo’s signif-
icant results was the discovery that Jupiter’s atmosphere is
enriched by a factor of 2-4 with respect to solar value with
most volatile elements (Atreya et al. 2003), including noble
gases and Nitrogen, elements that condense at extremely low
temperatures. This same trend is also seen in Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune, suggesting further that the solar system giant
planets all formed via core accretion, since the alternative
gravitational instability model predicts solar abundances for
all elements. A summary of the giant planets chemical com-
? E-mail: m.alidib@utoronto.ca
positions and core masses can be found in table 1 (from
Mousis et al. (2014)).
Even though the details of Jupiter’s formation re-
main elusive, several mechanisms –in the framework of core
accretion– has been proposed as the origin of the observed
enrichments :
1- The giant planets formation in the cold outer disk
where the temperatures are low enough for the volatiles
to condense or get trapped in clathrates-hydrates or amor-
phous ices (Owen et al. 1999; Gautier et al. 2001; Hersant,
Gautier, & Lunine 2004; Alibert et al. 2005b; Mousis et al.
2012). These models usually assume high trapping efficiency
of volatiles in the ices.
2- The giant planets formation in a chemically evolved
disk (Guillot & Hueso 2006; Throop & Bally 2010; Monga &
Desch 2015). In these scenarios, the disk evaporation along
c© 2016 The Authors
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Table 1. Measured chemical enrichments in the giant planets
atmospheres normalized to the protosolar value, followed by the
observational constraints on their cores masses and total amount
of heavy elements.
Jupiter Saturn U & N
Species E ∆E(a) E ∆E(a) E
C 4.40 1.14 9.90 1.05 20-60
N 4.18 2.08 2.5–3.8 – ??
O(b) 0.42 0.15 ?? ?? ??
P 3.34 0.36 11.54 1.35 ??
S 2.94 0.70 12.88 1.52 ??
He 0.72 0.04 0.71 0.14 ??
Ne(c) 0.12 – ?? ?? ??
Ar 2.62 0.86 ?? ?? ??
Kr 2.23 0.61 ?? ?? ??
Xe 2.18 0.61 ?? ?? ??
D/H 1 1 1.9
Mc (M⊕) < 10 < 20 ??
MZ (M⊕) < 42 16 - 30 > 85%
(a)Error is defined as (∆E/E)2 = (∆X/Xplanet)
2 +
(∆X/XProtosun)
2; (b)this is a lower limit; (c)this is an upper
limit.
with dust settling & solids drift and sublimation enrich the
midplane in metals, where the giant planets will later form
and accrete the enriched gas.
The chemical enrichment mechanism in the giant
planets and specifically Jupiter is therefore still an open
question. More detailed discussions on these models can be
found in Mousis et al. (2014).
In this work, we investigate these proposed mechanisms
in the light of new observational and theoretical advance-
ments in planets formation and protoplanetary disks chem-
istry. For the first time, Argon and molecular Nitrogen abun-
dances have been measured in a comet (67P/C-G by Rosetta
(Rubin et al. 2015; Balsiger et al. 2015)) giving us valuable
insights on the composition of the protosolar nebula. More-
over, the in the last few years, the fast and efficient pebbles
accretion models became main stream scenarios for plan-
ets formation (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012, 2014), giving
promising solutions to long standing problems on the ori-
gin of giant planets. This type of accretion for example can
allow for a rapid formation of a giant planet’s core even
in the outer tenuous nebula. Finally, the Juno space probe
currently around Jupiter will will tentatively measure the
elusive Oxygen abundance of the planet in addition to re-
fining its nitrogen abundance and core mass values (Bolton
2010). It is crucial hence to have quantitative predictions
for these quantities from the different enrichment scenarios
(formation in the outer disk vs enrichment via photoevapo-
ration) that are compatible with the known planets forma-
tion physics in addition to the chemical constraints we have
on the giant planets.
The questions we address in this work are:
• Where/when should Jupiter and Saturn form if their
chemical compositions were acquired from a disk with solar
composition ?
• How much should the initial solid core get eroded into
the envelopes of these planets to reach the observed chemical
enrichments ?
• How will the disk chemical enrichment via photoevap-
oration affect the above ?
• Can Jupiter and Saturn still form late in the disk when
photoevaporation has started?
• Are these models compatible with the dynamical histo-
ries of these planets ?
• Can we disentangle these formation scenarios via Juno
measurements ?
In section 2 we detail the planets formation model
and our approach to disk chemistry. We discuss the results
in section 3 and finally summarize and conclude in section 4.
2 PEBBLES ACCRETION MODEL WITH
CHEMISTRY
Multiple works have tried to couple the disk’s chemistry to
a planet formation model. Dodson-Robinson et al. (2009);
Dodson-Robinson & Bodenheimer (2010) for example cou-
pled a classical core accretion model along with gas-grain
chemistry to study the structure of the disk and the for-
mation of Uranus and Neptune. Thiabaud et al. (2015a,b)
on the other hand coupled the population synthesis model
of Alibert et al. (2005a) to an equilibrium chemistry mod-
ule in order to to study the C/O and Mg/Si ratios in exo-
planets. Both of these approaches are classical, they include
core formation via planetesimals accretion and not the new
paradigm of pebbles accretion. They also both use chemi-
cal models, while a plethora of observations is available for
the solar system. The underlying idea of this work is hence
to use solar system and disks chemistry observations along
with a pebbles accretion in order to statistically constraint
the disk and planetary initial conditions fitting the measure-
ments. The models that fit best can then be used to make
predictions for Juno.
2.1 Disk & Formation
2.1.1 Gaseous disk
Underlying our model are protoplanetary disks structure
profiles fits for the elaborate simulations of Bitsch et al.
(2015) (as detailed in their appendix A and provided as a
script by B. Bitsch). The 2D (radial and vertical) accretion
disk model of Bitsch et al. (2014, 2015) feature both viscous
and direct stellar heating along with realistic radiative cool-
ing and opacities treatment, generating bumps and dips in
the structure of disk where planets can preferentially grow
due to their migration slowing down. We refer the reader to
Bitsch et al. (2014, 2015) for more detailed informations on
these models. The free parameters of the fit script are the
disk’s metallicity “metal”1, turbulence parameter “α”, and
1 we will always follow pre-set notations from the cited papers
for easiness of comparison.
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the disk mass accretion rate related to the T-tauri star age
through the Hartmann et al. (1998) correlation:
log
(
M˙
M/yr
)
= −8.0− 1.40× log
(
t
106yr
)
(1)
we follow Bitsch et al. (2015); Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Jo-
hansen (2015) in fixing α to 0.0054 to remain consistent with
their results and for the disk script to remain faithful to the
full simulations. we also fix the initial metal to the nomi-
nal 0.5% following Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Johansen (2015),
but let it evolve with the disk photoevaporation when taken
into account. The script will hence generate disk models as
a function of time with constant metallicity and turbulence.
This imply that all of the disk parameters in our simulations
are fixed, leading to a constrained free parameters space lim-
ited to the planets initial conditions instead of the disk’s.
2.1.2 Initial seeds & Pebbles disk
In the core accretion model of planets formation, a giant
planet core starts as a small “seed”, then accrete more solids
till it grow massive enough to accrete gas (Pollack et al.
1996). The current paradigm for planetary seeds formation
is via gravitational collapse assisted by streaming instabil-
ity (Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen et al. 2007). These
models found seeds with masses in the order of dwarf planet
Ceres (10−4 M⊕). We hence will explore the effect of differ-
ent initial seeds masses in the order of this value injected in
the disk. Once a seed has formed, it will start growing via
accretion. The timescale of this accretion has always been
problematic since in the classical models where cores ac-
crete large kilometric planetesimals, growth timescales were
consistently found to be longer than the disk lifetime. A
promising solution proposed initially by Lambrechts & Jo-
hansen (2012) consist of growing the cores through small
pebbles strongly coupled to the gas. These pebbles feel the
gas drag and drift efficiently onto the cores. This has came to
be known as pebbles accretion scenarios. Lambrechts & Jo-
hansen (2014); Lambrechts, Johansen, & Morbidelli (2014)
pushed this model forward proposing that small dust in the
outer disk, beyond the so called “pebbles production line”,
grow by coagulation into pebbles that drift inward till get-
ting accreted by planetary cores, and showed how this leads
to an inside out formation of giant planets with architecture
resembling our own solar system. In this work we follow
Lambrechts, Johansen, & Morbidelli (2014); Bitsch, Lam-
brechts, & Johansen (2015) in expressing the pebbles pro-
duction line as:
rg =
(
3
16
)1/3
(GM?)
1/3(DZ)
2/3t2/3 (2)
and
drg
dt
=
2
3
(
3
16
)1/3
(GM?)
1/3(DZ)
2/3t−1/3 (3)
where Z is the disk metallicity in pebbles and D = 0.05 is
a parameter constrained from advanced coagulation simula-
tions. The pebbles flux is then defined as:
M˙peb = 2pirg
drg
dt
(ZΣg) (4)
where Σg is the gas surface density. Finally the pebbles sur-
face density is defined as:
Σpeb =
√
2M˙pebΣg√
3piP rP vK
(5)
where P = 0.5 and vK = ΩKr.
2.1.3 Pebbles accretion
For pebbles accretion to start, planetary seeds massive
enough need to be present in the disk. Bitsch, Lambrechts, &
Johansen (2015) chose to start their simulations with seeds
that already reached the pebbles transition mass, where peb-
bles accretion occurs in the Hill radius of the planetary seed.
we choose however to explore a range of planetary seeds
masses. At the lower end of this range, these seeds will grow
through the inefficient Bondi accretion regime where peb-
bles are accreted only within the Bondi radius of the planet.
These will grow till reaching the pebbles transition mass
where the much more efficient accretion within the Hill ra-
dius resumes. we follow Morbidelli et al. (2015) in modeling
these processes. The Bondi and Hill radii are defined as re-
spectively:
RB =
GM
(∆v)2
(6)
RH = r
Mc
(3M)
(7)
where ∆v = ηVK , with η = − 12
(
H
r
)2
dlogP
dlogr
, and Mc the
core’s mass. We then define:
RGP = min(RB , RH) (8)
and the effective radius for accretion onto the planetesimal
in the Hill regime:
reff = (τ/0.1)
1/3RGP (9)
and in the Bondi regime :
reff =
(
4τf
tB
)1/2
×RGP (10)
where tB is the Bondi timescale. Assuming optimally cou-
pled particles for an efficient Bondi accretion (tB=τf ), this
equation reduces to:
reff = 2×RGP (11)
Finally:
M˙2D =
2reffvrelM˙F
4pirτ∆v
(12)
and:
M˙3D = M˙2D
(
pireff
2
√
2piHpb
)
(13)
where vrel = max(∆v, vshear), and the pebbles scale height
Hpb = Hg
√
α/τ
This pebbles accretion will then continue till reaching
the pebbles isolation mass (Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Johansen
2015):
Miso ≈ 20
(
H/r
0.05
)3
MEarth (14)
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A core beyond this mass will change the local gas pressure
gradient, halting the pebbles flux and hence stopping accre-
tion.
2.1.4 Gas accretion
Once pebbles accretion onto the core has stopped, the
planet’s envelope cool down allowing gas accretion to start.
In the core accretion model, gas accretion occurs over two
phases: the initial slow phase when the envelope is less mas-
sive that the core, followed by the very rapid hydrodynami-
cal collapse phase once the envelope had reached the core’s
mass. we follow Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Johansen (2015) in
modeling the initial slow accretion rate (based on the cooling
timescales found by Piso & Youdin (2014)) by:
M˙ = 0.00175f−2
(
κenv
1cm2/g
)−1(
ρc
5.5g/cm3
)−1/6(
Mc
ME
)11/3
×
(
Menv
0.1ME
)−1(
T
81K
)−0.5
ME
Myr
(15)
where κenv is the envelope’s opacity regulating its cooling
rate and thus the contraction speed, Menv its mass, and ρc
and Mc the core’s density and mass. The values we used for
κenv and ρc are shown in 2. The gas contraction timescales
in this model is a few 105 yr, slower than the ∼106 yr used in
the classical core accretion models (Pollack et al. 1996). This
is due to the slightly reduced opacity value used, caused by
the dust-pebbles dichotomy of the solids in the disk.
To model the fast accretion phase, we also follow Bitsch,
Lambrechts, & Johansen (2015) (based on: Machida et al.
(2010)), where they fit 3D hydrodynamical simulations as:
M˙gas,low = 0.83ΩKΣgH
2
(
rH
H
)9/2
(16)
and :
M˙gas,high = 0.14ΩKΣgH
2 (17)
where the low branch is for low mass planets with
(
rH
H
)
<
0.3.
2.1.5 Disk migration
To model disk migration we again remain consistent with
Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Johansen (2015). For low mass plan-
ets, Type I is implemented following Paardekooper et al.
(2010); Paardekooper, Baruteau, & Kley (2011) taking into
account both the Lindblad and corotation torques of the gas
on the planet. The total torque is hence:
Γtot = ΓL + ΓC (18)
where both of them depend on the local density, temperature
and entropy gradients in the disk. The corotation torque’s
saturation is also included in this model.
When a planet is massive enough to open a gap in the
disk, it becomes coupled to its viscous evolution and under-
goes Type II migration. The criteria for gap opening (Crida,
Morbidelli, & Masset 2006) is:
P =
3
4
H
rH
+
50
qR
6 1 (19)
and the migration timescale is given by:
τII = τν ×max
(
1,
MP
4piΣgr2P
)
(20)
Type I migration can be slowed down by the opening
of a partial gap before the planet is massive enough to un-
dergo type II migration. We hence follow Crida & Morbidelli
(2007) and multiply the type I migration rate by :
f(p) =
{
P−0.541
4
, if P < 2.4646
1.0− exp(−P3/4
3
), otherwise
(21)
2.1.6 Photoevaporation
Photoevaporation have substantial effects on the physical
and chemical evolution of disks. It is thought to be the lead-
ing mechanism dispersing disks on average 3 Myr after their
formation. It is also thought to affect the disk’s chemistry
(Guillot & Hueso 2006; Monga & Desch 2015). The disk can
be hydrodynamically photoevaporated through internal ra-
diation via either the central star’s EUV (the “UV switch”)
(Clarke, Gendrin, & Sotomayor 2001) or via the much more
powerful X-rays heating (Owen et al. 2010). Both of these
mechanisms lead to an inward out dispersal of the disks.
In young disks, the surface is heated by radiation, but the
evaporation rate is lower than inward accretion rate. Later,
when accretion slows down, photoevaporation will dominate
and start quenching the accretional flow beyond a certain ra-
dius where the gas is loosely bound. This will carve an inner
hole in the disk, followed by the complete gas dispersal at a
later time. In these models, solids in the evaporating layers
of the disk can decouple from the gas and settle toward the
midplane, enriching it in heavy elements. A disk can also
be photoevaporated through the FUV radiation of nearby
massive stars. This mechanism is outside in, where the disk
outer edge will evaporate first, followed by the inner disk
(Adams et al. 2004). This mechanism seems to be favored
for our own protosolar solar nebula due mainly to the unex-
plained edge of the Kuiper belt around 50 AU (Allen, Bern-
stein, & Malhotra 2001) (and other evidences reviewed in
Monga & Desch (2015)). In the case of external photoevap-
oration, it is mostly solids drifting inward from the evap-
orating outer parts of the disk that will chemically enrich
the planets forming regions. A detailed review of disks dis-
persal mechanisms can be found in Alexander et al. (2014).
Properly simulating disks photoevaporation implies coupling
photoevaporative winds to disk evolutions models, which is
by itself numerically challenging. Adding the disk’s chemical
evolution to the problem adds multiple more layers of com-
plexity. Coupling all of these to a planets formation and evo-
lution model is numerically prohibitive. For these reasons we
choose a simplified photoevaporation model to capture the
essence of its physical and chemical effects. Modeling disk
internal photoevaporation (UV switch and Xrays) necessi-
tate intrinsically a full dynamical model due to the power
balance between the evaporative flow, inward accretion and
gas diffusion. This is beyond the scope of this work since
the disk model we are using is simply mathematical fits to
the original 2D model (which, again, does not simulate the
viscous evolution of the disk). Modeling the external photo-
evaporation via the cluster’s FUV radiation is easier to fit
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2016)
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within the constructed model. In this case, since the disk
is cleared outside in (in the same radial direction as accre-
tion), we can crudely model this effect by simply reducing
the photoevaporation mass loss rate M˙PE from the initial
mass accretion rate of the disk M˙acc. For M˙acc  M˙PE , the
disk model is unaltered and reproduce the results of Bitsch
et al. (2015). For M˙acc ∼ M˙PE , the photoevaporative flow
takes over. we hence replace M˙ of Bitsch et al. (2015) by:
M˙ = M˙ − M˙PE (22)
and then define the gas chemical enrichement as:
εc = 1 +
M˙PE
M˙acc
(23)
we are hence implicitly assuming that 100% of the heavy
elements in the photoevaporated gas are retained. This en-
tails that none of the solids are lost with the gas, and thus
are large enough to feel the gas enough. Our model should
hence be interpreted as an upper limit on the gas enrichment
via photoevaporation. Moreover, this implies that volatiles
elements are also preserved. This can happen through the
mechanism proposed by Monga & Desch (2015) the photo-
evaporating photons, with the help of mixing processes in
the disk, can continuously generate enough water vapor in
the outer cold nebula to trap most of the gaseous volatiles in
icy particles. For self consistency, we also multiply the disk’s
dust metallicity (metal) by εc, to account for the increase
of the metallicity during photoevaporation. We limit metal
to ≤ 3 for the fits to remain accurate to the full disk model.
Photoevaporation should also affect the metallicity in peb-
bles (Z0), however this is not included in this model because
quantifying this effect goes beyond the scope of this work.
2.2 Core mass & erosion
Measuring the core mass of giant planets is very challenging.
For Jupiter, the only constraints we currently have are Mc
< 10 M⊕ and a total mass of heavy elements MZ between
10 and 42 M⊕ (Guillot & Gautier (2014), and cf. Figure 8 of
Militzer et al. (2016)). In the case of Saturn, precise measure-
ments using Cassini along with a less dense envelope allows
a better estimate for MZ , that was found to be between 16
and 30 M⊕. Its core mass however is even less constrained
than for Jupiter, since a high inner envelope metallicity is
gravitationally hard to distinguish from a solid distinct core,
so only an upper limit of 20 M⊕ can be inferred (Guillot &
Gautier 2014). In this work, any solids not well mixed in the
envelope are supposed to be part of the solid core.
The final chemical composition of a giant planet’s atmo-
sphere depends on the heavy elements abundance in the gas
accreted during the final stage of core accretion, but equally
on the fraction of the planet’s core that got eroded and then
mixed via convection in the envelope. Core erosion takes
place when the temperature of the core-envelope boundary
is higher than its thermodynamical stability limit. Evidences
for core erosion in Jupiter and Saturn include, in addition
to the heavy elements enrichment of their envelopes, their
possibly low cores masses incapable of accreting a gaseous
envelope in core accretion models. Modeling the core erosion
require a detailed understanding of the interior structure of
the planets and the heat & matter transport mechanisms at
play, which is beyond the scope of this work. We will there-
fore take a simple approach parametrizing the erosion by
introducing an erosion factor 0 6 fE 6 1. The core is com-
pletely eroded for fE = 1, and is intact in the opposite case.
When the core is partially or completely eroded, the removed
fraction is added to the envelope, thus increasing its metal-
licity. The resulting core masses and atmospheric metallicity
can then be compared to observations. In the simulations,
we used a step size of 0.2 for this parameter for Jupiter and
Saturn, and 0.05 for Uranus & Neptune. Throughout this
manuscript, by “core mass” (Mc) we mean the mass of the
solid core remaining and measurable today, after any initial
core erosion.
2.3 Planetary dynamics
Another constraint on the solar system’s giant planets is
their dynamical configuration. In the Nice model (Morbidelli
et al. 2005; Tsiganis et al. 2005; Gomes et al. 2005; Levison
et al. 2011), the four giant planets are thought to start close
to one of their first order mean motion resonances after the
disk dissipation, crossing this resonance later and triggering
the global instability that shaped our solar system. One of
the leading dynamical evolution models giving the suitable
initial conditions for the Nice model from disk physics is the
Grand tack scenario (Walsh et al. 2011), where Jupiter un-
dergoes Type II migration into the telluric planets region of
the disk while a still forming Saturn goes through the much
quicker (runaway) type III migration till getting locked with
Jupiter in their mutual 2:3 MMR. It has been showed by
Masset & Snellgrove (2001) that this configuration will re-
verse the type II migration and lead to both planets migrat-
ing outward in a compact configuration. Moreover, Pierens
& Nelson (2008); Pierens & Raymond (2011); Pierens et al.
(2014) showed using hydrodynamical simulations that this
2:3 resonance trapping followed by the outward migration is
the most common outcome for the evolution of a Jupiter-
Saturn like pair of planets. For all these reasons, we can use
the crossing of the 2:3 resonance by a pair of Jupiter-Saturn
mass planets as possible additional constraint on the solar
system evolution. This is implemented in the model as a sim-
ple yes/no indicator showing if this resonance was crossed
by Saturn while its mass is higher than 50 M⊕ (Pierens &
Nelson 2008). It should be noted though that type III migra-
tion is not implemented in this model, so this should be seen
as a check if type I and II migration can lead the planets
crossing this resonance with the right chemical composition.
2.4 Chemistry
2.4.1 The giant planets region chemical composition
The final chemical composition of a planet will depend on
the amount of metals it accreted during its formation. If a
chemical element is present in the nebula purely in gaseous
phase, its abundance with respect to the similarly gaseous
hydrogen will remain constant. The element will therefore
have a solar abundance. A chemical specie hence needs to
be present at least partially as a solid in the nebula to get
enriched with respect to the solar value. A chemical element
can either be in solid phase at all relevant temperatures (re-
fractory elements) or condense at low enough temperatures
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2016)
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(volatiles). The major volatile in protoplanetary disks, wa-
ter, condense around 150 K. The other important volatiles
found in the disk have substantially lower condensation
temperatures and hence farther snowlines (Fray & Schmitt
2009). Two types of bodies with substantial amounts of the
relevant chemical species are thought to have formed in the
giant planets region: C-type asteroids and Oort cloud comets
(OCC). C-type asteroids are thought to be the parent bod-
ies of carbonaceous chondrites, and thus the composition
of these meteorites is used as a proxy to understand the
physico-chemical structure of this region. To date, 1P/Halley
is the only OCC studied in situ, and thus is our only proxy to
the refractory composition of this cometary family. 67P/C-G
and 81P/Wild have also been studied respectively in situ by
Rosetta and via sample return, but both are Jupiter Family
Comets (JFC) that probably originated in the Kuiper Belt.
The following is a summary of the current knowledge on the
chemistry of the giant planets formation region.
2.4.2 Oxygen
Oxygen is the most abundant metal in most disks. In our
own protosolar nebula with a C/O ratio of 0.55, oxygen is
twice as abundant as carbon, and thus the disk environ-
ment was on average oxidizing. Equilibrium chemistry cal-
culations (Cyr, Sharp, & Lunine 1999) show that the oxygen
will be distributed between refractories (Mg and Si bearing
elements) and volatiles (mainly water). In situ observations
in comet Halley (Jessberger, Christoforidis, & Kissel 1988)
showed that 43% of the oxygen is in the refractory phase,
while the remaining 57 % are in water. These are the values
we will use in this models.
2.4.3 Carbon
On one hand, comets observations show that C bearing
volatiles (CO and CO2) can only account for up to 50% in
molar abundance with respect to the solar value, although
the value varies from a comet to another and can be much
lower (Mumma & Charnley 2011). This implies That the re-
maining carbon (at least ∼ 50% of solar molar abundance)
must be in the cometary carbonaceous refractories. In Hal-
ley, when normalized to Mg, 80% of carbon was found to be
in the refractory dust (Jessberger, Christoforidis, & Kissel
1988; Encrenaz & Knacke 1991). On the other hand, CI
chondrites are depleted in carbon (in refractory phase) on
average by an order of magnitude with respect to the solar
value (Lodders 2003). It is however unlikely that the giant
planets have accreted significant amounts of CI chondrites-
like materials, because this contradicts their carbon rich
nature. In the sample returned from comet 81P/Wild, no
CHON particles were found, but this is attributed to a mea-
surement error caused by capture heating (Zolensky et al.
2006; Bockele´e-Morvan 2011). For these reasons, we will fol-
low Halley measurements in assuming that 80% of the solar
carbon abundance in the disk is in refractories, and the rest
in the volatile CO. The volatile component will be in gaseous
phase inside the CO iceline at 22 K and in ices beyond it.
It should be mentioned that since we are also fitting the
nitrogen and argon abundance in both Jupiter and Saturn,
the amount of carbons in refractories will not significantly
affect the the results. This is because the N2 condenses at
slightly lower temperatures than CO. Therefore, our results
are more sensitive to the amount of nitrogen in refractories.
2.4.4 Nitrogen
The nature of the main nitrogen reservoir in the solar sys-
tem bodies is controversial. In CI chondrites, nitrogen (in
its refractory phases) is depleted by 2 orders of magnitude
with respect to the solar value. One would then expect the
volatiles N2 and NH3 to be the major nitrogen bearing
species in the nebula. However, NH3 abundance in comets
is only a fraction of the solar value (Mumma & Charnley
2011), and N2 was recently found to be very depleted by
more than an order of magnitude in comets (Rubin et al.
2015), even though it has the same volatility as the much
more abundant CO (Fray & Schmitt 2009). For these rea-
sons, we will assume that nitrogen in the nebula is present
mostly as the super volatile N2, with only 14 % of its molar
abundance in refractory phase (the value found in Halley’s
dust (Jessberger, Christoforidis, & Kissel 1988)). we assume
further an N2 condensation temperature of 20 K (Fray &
Schmitt 2009).
2.4.5 Sulfur
The abundance of sulfur in the solar system small bodies
varies wildly. Refractory sulfur in CI chondrites has an al-
most solar abundance (Lodders 2003), implying a low frac-
tion in volatiles. In comets, the volatile phase of sulfur (H2S)
represent at most up to 2/3 the solar abundance, although
(as in the case of volatile carbons) can be much lower. In Hal-
ley though, all sulfur was found to be in refractories reaching
up to almost 1.5× solar abundance. This anomalous value is
usually interpreted as measurement error due to ion yield-
ing issues in the data analysis, making these results less re-
liable. Sulfur was also detected in the dust samples returned
from Wild 2 by Stardust and found to be ∼ 0.17 times the
CI chondrites value (Flynn et al. 2006), much lower than
in Halley and too low to account for all of the solar sulfur
abundance along with volatiles. Wherever this value is real
or again a measurement error is not settled. With all this
uncertainty, we are going to assume that all of the disk’s
sulfur is in refractory form, neglecting the sulfur found in
volatiles. This assumption should have a minimal impact on
the results since the volatile H2S condensate at the relatively
high temperature around 100 K.
2.4.6 Phosphorus
Phosphine (PH3, the main volatile phase of phosphorus),
is not yet detected in comets, with only upper limits avail-
able (Agu´ndez et al. (2014a) and references herein). It was
though detected in a circumstellar region, and found to con-
tain only 2% of the solar phosphorus abundance (Agu´ndez
et al. 2014b). On the other hand, the refractory phases of
phosphorus in CI chondrites have an almost solar abun-
dance(Lodders 2003). We will hence assume that all of the
phosphorus in the disk is in refractory phase.
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2.4.7 Argon
Argon, an ultra-volatile noble gas, is hard to find in the so-
lar system. In chondrites it is depleted by multiple orders of
magnitudes with respect to the solar value. This is expected
since all chondrites (mainly refractories) are very poor in
the volatile phases of chemical species. Argon’s abundance
in ices is less clear however. Recently, first detection of Ar-
gon in a comet (67P/C-G by Rosetta (Balsiger et al. 2015))
translated into an relative abundance with respect to water
of 0.1 - 2.3 ×10−5, again orders of magnitude below solar
value. This questions the formation of Jupiter from mainly
67P-like material, since this would have lead to an Argon
depleted Jupiter which is not the case. Another possibility
is the chemical evolution of the comet since its formation,
but a caveat to this idea is the much higher abundance of
the equally volatile CO. For all these reasons, we assume
that all of the Argon in our disk is in free gaseous form. The
Argon iceline is assumed to be around 24 K.
2.4.8 Other elements
Since most other volatile elements (H, He, Ne, Kr and Xe)
are extremely depleted (or never detected) with respect to
solar value in both comets and CI chondrites, we assume
that they are absent from the solid phase and present only in
gaseous form inside their snowlines with a solar abundance
throughout the disk.
2.4.9 D/H ratio
The Deuterium/Hydrogen (D/H) ratio of a giant planet’s
atmosphere is affected by two factors: the D/H ratio of the
accreted nebular gas, which should have a solar value, and
the amount of highly deuterated ices dissolved into the en-
velope through core erosion. We hence follow Lecluse et al.
(1996); Feuchtgruber et al. (1999) in calculating a planet’s
D/H ratio as:
D/Hp =
(1− xH2)×D/Hices + xH2 ×D/HH2
D/HH2
(24)
where D/HH2 = 2.25 × 10−5 (Lellouch et al. 2001),
D/Hices = 20×D/HH2 (average cometary value from (Al-
twegg et al. 2015)) and xH2 is the volumetric ratio of H2
defined as:
xH2 =
1
1 +
1−fH2
(mH2O/mH2 )×fH2
(25)
with fH2 the mass ratio of H2 and H2O:
fH2 =
0.747×MH2+He
0.747×MH2+He +Mice
(26)
D/Hp will be hence tend to the value D/HH2 for low
core erosion (or Hydrogen dominated atmosphere such as
Jupiter or Saturn), and tend to the value of D/Hices for high
core erosion and low envelope masses (Neptunian planets).
2.4.10 Calculating the chemical enrichment
In this model the chemical enrichment of each element is
tracked separately over each time step. we define X as the
enrichment over the solar value of a chemical element. X is
then > 1, where unity implies solar abundance. Over each
time step, the planet core mass will increase by dMc, thus
increasing the enrichment by:
dX =
dMc∑
i
Min

i
× (fI + fR)nX (27)
where Mi and n

i are respectively the molar mass and rela-
tive solar molar abundance (with respect to H2) of the ele-
ment i, and fI & fR are respectively the ices and refractories
fractions of the chemical element. We can finally write:
X = 1 + Ef
tf∫
t0
dXdt (28)
3 RESULTS
we setup the simulations as a population synthesis in order
to explore the parameters space. However, since there is a
large number of tunable parameters in this model, but not
all of them are expected to directly affect the planets chem-
istry, we choose to only vary the relevant parameters. All of
the model’s tunable parameters are shown in Table 2 along
with their ranges and step sizes. The simulations are stopped
when either time reaches 3 Myr, the disk photoevaporates
completely, or a planet the mass of Jupiter/Saturn/Neptune
is reached. We summarize the relationship between the dif-
ferent observational constraints we have on the giant planets
and the model’s free adjustable parameters (varied in the
population synthesis) in table 4.
3.1 No photoevaporation
To understand the effects of the individual model parameters
lets first first examine the case without photoevaporation,
where the chemistry is completely determined by the core
erosion.
3.1.1 Single planet: Jupiter
Figure 1 shows the Jupiter population found with no chemi-
cal or core constraints. This plot shows, for every planet with
Jovian mass, its final position as a function of the seed’s ini-
tial position, mass, and time of injection in the disk. More
than 104 planets where found to fit this one simple crite-
ria. The one conclusion to take from this Fig. 1 is that even
with detailed disk and migration modeling, only planets that
started forming beyond 20 AU can end up in the 2-3 AU
region, while the rest will become warm/hot Jupiters, as
found by Bitsch, Lambrechts, & Johansen (2015). Applying
Jupiter’s core mass constrain does not help a lot, reducing
the number of matches by 10%. Things gets more interest-
ing when we add the abundances of Sulfur and Phosphorus.
These elements are present throughout the disk only as re-
fractories, and their abundances in Jupiter are known with a
relatively low uncertainty. This implies that, given a certain
initial core mass, these 2 elements can be used to constrain
the core erosion factor of a giant planet. Applying these con-
strains decrease the number of matches by 85%, while keep-
ing the plot shape similar to Fig. 1, simply because these
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Table 2. The range of values for the parameters used in the population synthesis. When no range was precised, a constant value was
used for all simulations.
Parameters Range Step Range Step
Single planet Multiple planets
Tini 10
5 - 2×106 yr 105 yr 105 - 2.3×106 2×105 yr
R0 1.25 - 35 AU 1.25 AU 2.5 - 35 AU 2.5 AU
M0 1 × 10−4 - 9× 10−4 M⊕ 2× 10−4 1× 10−4 - 9× 10−4 M⊕ 2× 10−4
Ef 0 - 100% 20% 0 - 100% 20%
M˙FUV (M/yr) 5× 10−10 & 1× 10−9 - 3× 10−9 1× 10−9
metal 0.5 % -
Z0 1 % -
f 0.2 -
κenv 0.05 cm
2/g -
ρc 5.5 g/cm
3 -
Cref 80 % -
Oref 43 % -
Nref 14 % -
Sref 100 % -
Pref 100 % -
D/Hice 20 × 2.25 × 10−5 -
H2O iceline 150 K -
Ar iceline 24 K -
CO iceline 22 K -
N2 iceline 20 K -
indicators are not sensitive to the formation location of the
planet. A large portion of the core mass/core erosion pa-
rameter space has been eliminated through this process. We
now apply the remaining (location sensitive) constraints: C
and Ar. This will leave us with only a handful of matches.
When we apply the nitrogen constraint though, only a sin-
gle matching planet remain. For this reason, we will ignore
the nitrogen abundance for the non photoevaporation case.
The cause for this discrepancy can be either the low fraction
of nitrogen in refractories we used, implying that during the
planets formation phase the nitrogen refractory fraction was
higher than what we find today in comets and chondrites,
or that nitrogen condensed at a higher temperature than
the value we used for the N2 iceline, possibly because it was
trapped in clathrates. The final matching planets positions
and initial conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The detailed prop-
erties of the planets are shown in Fig. 3. All these planets,
by definition, fits all of the chemical constrains shown in the
plot. They all formed between 22 and 32 AU, to allow the
accretion of enough Ar and CO to match the measurements,
and they all have core erosion factors of 60-80%, meaning
that only 20-40% of their initial solid core remains intact.
Another characteristic shared by all but two of these planets
is that the initial seed mass was 7−9×10−4M⊕, the highest
values used, implying that a seed significantly more massive
than Ceres is needed to form a giant planet. The remaining
2 cases had initial seed masses of 3 and 5 ×10−4M⊕. This
trend also holds for Saturn. Finally, all of the final matching
planets started forming relatively early in the solar nebula
(no later than 1.2×106 yr). This is simply because of the
constraints on the core mass via the phosphorus and sulfur
proxies. Since the core’s isolation mass scales with the as-
pect ratio of the disk, and this quantity decreases with time,
only planets that formed early in the disk can acquire the
necessary amounts of heavy elements to match observations.
A planetary core should also have enough time to grow suf-
ficiently large via the slow Bondi regime to start accreting
pebbles.
This model makes precise predictions, shown in table 3 for
the abundance of oxygen in Jupiter (3-4 × solar), in addi-
tion to its current core mass (2 or 5 M⊕) and total mass of
heavy elements (15-17 M⊕).
3.1.2 Single planet: Saturn
We follow the same approach as above for Saturn. Fig.
4 shows all of the 104 Saturn mass planets found by the
model, with no constraints applied. The unique information
we have on Saturn’s total amount of heavy elements can be
used along with its carbon abundance to severely reduce the
numbers of matches, keeping only 0.3% of the initial popu-
lation (using each of the constraints individually will keep
around 1% of the population). The final fitting planets and
their properties are shown in Figs 5 and 6. Again, includ-
ing the Nitrogen abundance will leave almost no matches,
so we choose to ignore it for the same rational highlighted
in the Jupiter case. Interestingly, it seems that there are two
possible distinct formation zones for Saturn : between 1 to
5 AU, and 20 to 25 AU. The region between 5 and 20 AU
is excluded because it leads to a low total mass of heavy
elements. Additionally, all of the models who fit the obser-
vations have a core erosion factor of 60%, meaning only a
small residual core for Saturn. This value is comparable that
of Jupiter, and implies that the two planets can have com-
parable core masses (even though significantly lower values
are allowed for Jupiter). Finally, all of the matching planets
start forming very early in the disk, no later than 2× 105
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yr, due to the constraints we have on MZ for Saturn. The
predictions from these models are shown in table 3. In Fig. 5
we also notice that no Saturn matching the constrains form
exterior to Jupiter (Fig. 2). This indicate that either our
picture of the physical and chemical evolution of the disk
needs to be revised, or that the no-photoevaporation model
in not valid for our solar system.
3.1.3 Single planet: Uranus/Neptune
The same approach is also followed for a Neptune mass
planet. The constraints we have for Neptune are its car-
bon abundance, D/H ratio, and informations on its interior
structure. Results for the case with no constraints applied
is shown in Fig. 7. This figure shows Neptune mass planets
forming throughout the disk, which is not surprising since we
are stopping the simulations when a Neptune mass is reached
even if the disk is still young, so a large number of these Nep-
tune are artifacts of the model, specially the ones in the inner
disk. This assumption however should have a minimal effect
on the results since the planets founds (with and without
applying constraints) are varied in term of their formation
location and time, so if we were to relax this assumption
and simply keep only the Neptunes who formed just before
the disk’s dissipation, we would still end up with the late
forming subset of the population. we first apply the chem-
ical constraints (carbon and deuterium abundances), hence
severally reducing the number of matches. Now only plan-
ets forming beyond 20 AU can be found (with a handful of
planets around 3 AU that we choose to ignore for the above
mentioned reason). These planets lay well on a straight line
in the Initial-Final positions space. This is expected since
Type I migration acting on these planets is linear. Accre-
tion laws in this regime are also quasi linear to the position.
Now we add constraints on the interior structure of these
planets. Helled et al. (2011) found, for cases where the inte-
riors are dominated by water, total heavy elements masses
of more than 12.8 M⊕ for Uranus and 15.2 M⊕ for Neptune.
Including this constraint reduce the number of solutions all
the way to zero, as long as the D/H ratio constraint was
also present. In other words, we can have matching planets
if and only if either the D/H abundance or interior structure
constraint is applied. Using both will give no matches at all.
While we are not trying explicitly to match the water abun-
dance of Uranus/Neptune because it is unknown to date,
the D/H ratio and interior structure of the planets are used
as a proxy to constrain the amount of accreted water ices.
This imply that this family of core accretion models are un-
able to conciliate the D/H ratio of Uranus & Neptune with
their interior structures. This paradox was noted initially by
Feuchtgruber et al. (2013). Ali-Dib et al. (2014b) proposed
as a solution the formation of Uranus and Neptune on the
CO iceline from predominantly CO ices. This would also ex-
plain the seemingly very high ice/rock ratios in these planets
interiors (Nettelmann et al. 2013). This possible solution is
not fundamentally incompatible with the models presented
here (and classical core accretion scenarios in general), and
can be seen as an extension to the models. A model taking
into account this mechanism self consistently in the frame-
work of pebbles accretion should be interesting and is left
for future work.
3.2 With photoevaporation
Now we investigate the effect of our simplistic external pho-
toevaporation on the chemical and physical evolution of the
disk. We ran the simulations with the parameters specified
in table 2 with only one planet in the disk, and we stop
the simulations when either the planet reaches the mass of
Jupiter/Saturn/Neptune or the disk photoevaporate com-
pletely. The FUV fluxes values were chosen in such a way to
disperse the disk on timescales in the order of 2-5 Myr.
3.2.1 Single planet: Jupiter
The results of these simulations are presented in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10. Figure 9 shows the distribution of Jupiter mass
planets found by the simulations with no constraints ap-
plied other than mass, for different FUV rates. It is to be
compared with Fig. 1, showing the case with no photoe-
vaporation at all. We can first notice the expected general
distribution trend similarities between the no photoevapo-
ration and the 2 weakest FUV cases. In the two cases with
significant PE, the early forming planets (with dark colors
in the plot) are below the late forming planets (light col-
ors) on the plot. This is due to an interplay between the
disk structure, planets accretion rate and migration. Photo-
evaporation will decrease the planet gas accretion rate later
in the disk, while increasing its metallicity, leading to the
planet migrating less before it reaches Jovian mass. Planets
forming before photoevaporation has taken over will thus
migrate inward further.
Figure 10 shows the population of Jupiters that meet all of
the constraining criteria (Nitrogen abundance included, in
contrast with the no-photoevaporation case). The most in-
teresting cases are for FUV = 2× 10−9 and 3× 10−9, where
this population’s R0 extends sporadically all the way in to
10 AU. This is of course due to photoevaporation that in-
creased the chemical enrichment of all elements throughout
the disk allowing planets with chemical compositions com-
patible with Jupiter to form much closer to the sun than
in the case without PE. Now we focus only on this subset
of planets forming between 10 to 20 AU. These are found
to be in two categories: those forming in a disk with FUV
= 2 × 10−9 all have a core erosion of 60-80% and chemical
enrichment factor due to PE of around 1.75, and the rest
forming in a disk with FUV = 3× 10−9 have a core erosion
of 60% and chemical enrichment due to PE of around 1.80.
Detailed informations and predictions of these simulations
are shown in Fig. 11 including planets for all FUV values. We
notice that prediction for the Oxygen abundance in Jupiter
in the cases with PE is found to be very close to the value
without PE, 3-4 × solar value. However, the two cases (with
and without PE) seem to be, in principle, distinguishable by
their core mass and total mass of heavy elements. The case
with PE predict a possibly higher MZ value up to 23 M⊕,
higher than the no-PE case. This is due to to the double ori-
gin of heavy elements in the planet: the core and the metals
heavy (due to PE) envelope. The case with PE predict also
a possibly higher Mc, where significantly more matches have
Mc in the order of 5 M⊕ than the case with no PE. This is
simply because we need to erode less material from the core
to reproduce the chemical composition of Jupiter if most of
the enrichment is imported by the chemically evolved gas.
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Looking at Fig. 11, we can notice that a significantly larger
number of matches (specially in the inner disk) can be ob-
tained if either slightly less amounts of S and P were ac-
creted, or more carbon. This implies that, if the PE model
is correct and if Jupiter formed in the inner disk, slightly less
than a 100% of P and S were in refractory forms (to allow
the accretion of less P and S solids), or carbon in refracto-
ries made up more than 80% of the solar carbon abundance,
which is unlikely from observations. A significant (in the
order of 20%) volatile fraction of P and S is however not
excluded from observations or theory (Pasek et al. 2005).
This means that, even in the PE model, most of the Sulfur
and Phosphorus in the protosolar nebula should have been
in refractories.
3.2.2 Saturn
We now run the same simulations as above but for Saturn. In
this case, simulations are stopped when either the disk has
fully photoevaporated or a Saturn mass planet has formed.
We use the same FUV fluxes as for Jupiter. Figure 12 shows
the population of Saturn mass planets with no constrains
applied. It should be compared with Fig. 4 showing the case
with no photoevaporation. The distributions found in both
cases are similar, with the PE population more dispersed
in the R0-Rf space, as seen for Jupiters and for the same
reasons. Fig. 13 shows the population of Saturns with all
constrains applied. Interestingly, this population is spread
throughout the R0-Rf space, with no empty region between
10 and 18 AU as in the case without PE. This is again due to
photoevaporation contributing to the total amount of heavy
elements in the planet’s envelope, stopping it from falling be-
low the lower limit. This of course will lead to a lower core
erosion factor, where these simulations show that in this case
it can be as low as 40%, even though a significant population
with 60% core erosion still exist. Predictions from these mod-
els are shown in Fig. 14. The planets forming below 5 AU are
unfavored even though they are shown in the plots, because
they might be incompatible with the bulk oxygen abundance
of Saturn indirectly inferred from CO measurements (Mousis
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015). Interestingly, it seems that
the best indicator to distinguish the with and without PE
models is the solid core and total amount of heavy elements
in the planet. The PE case predict a residual solid core with
mass between 7 and 15 M⊕, which should in principle be
distinguishable from the 6-7 M⊕ in the no PE case, even
though degeneracy exists. MZ predicted by the PE case is
between 15 and 25 M⊕, again significantly larger than the
16-18 M⊕, predicted by the no PE case. This implies that,
we can distinguish observationally between the two models
for Saturn if and only if Mc, MZ larger than respectively 10,
20 M⊕ is detected. It is also remarkable that most of the
cases with the 40% core erosion factor (corresponding the
upper population in the Mc and MZ) form earlier than the
60% core erosion population. This implies that, if indeed a
high Mc and MZ values were detected in Saturn (in favor of
the PE case), Saturn much have started forming very early
in the protosolar nebula. Finally, in contrast with the case
without photoevaporation, here we do find Jupiter-Saturn
couples in the right order and compatible with both planets
full sets of constraints. The possible formation zone of both
planets extends all the way from the inner disk to 35 AU,
allowing Saturn to form outside of Jupiter.
3.2.3 Uranus & Neptune
Next we run simulations that stop when reaching Neptune
mass planets or the disk is photoevaporated. The case with
no constrained applied is shown in Fig. 15. The Neptunian
planets population found is very similar to the case with no
photoevaporation. The population is also almost identical
for different FUV rates. This is expected since photoevap-
oration should have a much lesser effect on the low mass
Neptunian planets who’s formation is much quicker and ne-
cessitate less gas than Saturn or Jupiter mass planets.
When applying all of the constraints (Carbon abundance,
D/H ratio and interior structure), no matches were found at
all. This is due, as in for the no PE case, to classical for-
mation models being unable to account at the same time
for Uranus & Neptune interior structure and their chemical
composition (Ali-Dib et al. 2014b).
3.2.4 Multiple planets: Jupiter and Saturn
In this section we investigate the case of 2 planets in the
disk. The goal is to check which set of initial conditions lead
to 2 giant planets with Jupiter and Saturn masses that cross
the 2:3 MMR, and if their chemical composition is compat-
ible with Jupiter and Saturn. The reason for including this
criteria is that a large of the Jupiter-Saturn matching pairs
we find do end up significantly inward of their current or-
bits. It is then important to check if these planets cross this
MMR (thus reversing their migration) before the dispersal
of the disk. In each simulation, a pair of seeds are injected
into the disk and then left to evolve while checking at each
timestep if they crossed any of the resonances. In this case,
their migration would be turned off, but their masses can
still evolve. In table 5 we show planets pairs that meet the
dynamical criteria. More matching pairs of planets in the
case with PE. It seems that PE allow planets forming later
in the disk (1.3-1.5 Myr) to cross their mutual 3:2 resonance.
This is because migration rates are linear to the disk’s sur-
face density affected by PE. However, None of these pairs of
planets meet the full set of chemical constraints. It is possi-
ble that this result is hinting toward the importance of the
fast type III runaway migration (Masset & Papaloizou 2003;
Walsh et al. 2011) not included in our model, or more re-
alistic disks & type I and II migrations modeling (Kley &
Nelson 2012; Baillie´, Charnoz, & Pantin 2015).
4 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Caveats & perspectives
Our model incorporate a large number of different disk and
planets physical and chemical effects. It is inherently simpli-
fied for numerical complexity reasons. The following caveats
can hence be identified:
• The major caveat of this work is the simplicity of the
disk external photoevaporation model. For more robust and
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Table 3. The predictions for the Nitrogen & Oxygen abundances,
core masses and envelopes metallicity made from these models for
Jupiter and Saturn.
Jupiter Saturn
Observable No PE PE No PE With PE
N - 2-4 - 2-3
O 3-4 3-4 5-12 7-13
Mc (M⊕) 2 or 5 1.5 or 4-5 6-7 7-15
MZ (M⊕) 15-17 15-24 16-18 15-27
Table 4. The relationship between the different observational
constraints and the model’s free parameters.
Constraint Free parameter
Mc - MZ R0/t0
(a) & M˙FUV
(b)
S - P abundances Mc - MZ
(c)
N - Ar abundances R0/t0 (d)
C abundance Cref
(e)
D/H Mc - MZ & D/Hice
(f)
(a) Through the isolation mass, controlled by the disk’s location
and time dependent aspect ratio.
(b) A Photochemically enriched disk will lead to higher MZ and
less core erosion.
(c) Assuming S and P are present in disk as purely refractories.
(d) Through the time dependent icelines location.
(e) If the more volatile Nitrogen abundance is not used as
constraint.
(f) Since the D/H in Uranus & Neptune depend on the amount
of accreted & well mixed water ices and their D/H ratio.
Table 5. The pairs of Jupiter-Saturn planets who are compatible
with their chemical compositions and cross their mutual 2:3 MMR
during their evolution. All of these are in the case with PE.
Tini Jup (yr) Tini Sat Rini Jup (AU) Rini Sat Rfin Jup Rfin Sat
FUV = 2 × 10−9
9.0×105 1.1×106 5 10 0.125 0.175
1.5×106 2.1×106 2.5 7.5 0.1 0.125
1.5×106 2.1×106 5 7.5 0.1 0.125
FUV = 3 × 10−9
9.0×105 1.1×106 2.5 10 0.125 0.175
9.0×105 1.1×106 5 10 0.125 0.175
1.3×106 1.9×106 2.5 7.5 0.1 0.125
1.3×106 1.9×106 5 7.5 0.1 0.125
1.5×106 2.1×106 2.5 7.5 0.1 0.125
1.5×106 2.1×106 5 7.5 0.1 0.125
quantitative results, proper dynamical coupling of a vis-
cously evolving disk to photoevaporation and planets for-
mation is needed and should be addressed in future works.
The case of internally photoevaporated disk is also relevant
and should be explored.
• Another possible caveat is the unevolving disk chem-
istry we assumed. Even though our disk chemistry is based
on small bodies and disks observations, it is unlikely that
this chemistry was static and unchanged during the disk life-
time. However to date no chemical model was able to fully
reproduce the chemical abundances of today’s small bodies
from first principles. Nonetheless, a more sophisticated disk
chemistry can bring valuable insights on the formation of
giant planets.
• In interpreting the chemical composition of the giant
planets atmospheres as the bulk elemental abundance, we
are implicitly assuming these planets to be fully convective.
Even though this seems as the most likely case, it is still the
subject of an ongoing debate (Guillot & Gautier 2014).
• Many of the disk parameters (dust and pebbles metallic-
ities) and planets parameters (envelope density and opacity)
were fixed to a constant value throughout this work to keep
the problem tractable. Exploring these parameters should
shed more lights on the formation of giant planets, specially
exoplanets, and is left for future work.
• In this model we implemented a very simple yes/no in-
dicator to check if Jupiter/Saturn crossed their mutual 2:3
mean motion resonance. For future works however it is im-
portant to track the full dynamical evolution of these plan-
ets, along with type III migration, and to include Uranus
and Neptune.
• This work used the chemical composition of three
comets (1P/Halley, 67P/C-G and 81P/Wild) as indicators
for the disk’s chemistry. In reality, dynamical mixing of the
cometary reservoirs have probably meant that both OCCs
and JFCs probably sample material formed at a wide variety
of orbits (Altwegg et al. 2015; Brasser & Morbidelli 2013). A
deeper understanding of the statistics of comets chemistry
is key to improve upon this work.
• The models presented in this work assume that the
heavy elements in the planet’s envelope originates as either
material eroded from the core or delivered from a chemi-
cally evolved gas. Heavy elements however can also be de-
livered into the envelope from late contamination by plan-
etesimals. This phenomena however is inefficient. Guillot
& Gladman (2000); Matter, Guillot, & Morbidelli (2009)
for example found that the late heavy bombardment could
have increased the volatiles enrichment in the atmospheres
of Jupiter and Saturn by factors of respectively 0.033 and
0.074.
• In this model, planet and disk evolution are calculated
separately. We do not take into account the effect of solids
removed from the disk into the forming planet on the struc-
ture of the disk. This however should should be a second or-
der importance to the effect of the planets itself on the disk.
The reason is the nature of pebbles accretion, were pebbles
form continuously in the outer disk and drift inward till they
get accreted by the core. The structure of the pebbles disk
is therefore not being affected by accretion.
• Another assumption concerning the disk structure is the
constant accretion rate throughout the disk. This is unlikely
to be true in the outer parts of the disk where the viscous
timescale is comparable to the disk lifetime. Quantifying this
effect however necessitate modeling the viscous evolution of
the disk, which not taken into account in the disk model of
Bitsch et al. (2015). A non uniform accretion rate might lead
to disk structure affecting the evolution of planets (specially
migration). Modeling these effects is left for future works.
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4.2 Summary
In this work we explored the chemical composition of giant
planets atmospheres using a formation model that includes
simplified pebbles & gas accretion, type I and II migration,
solar system chemistry observations, & external photoevap-
oration, and planet core erosion. We ran population syn-
thesis simulations for individual planets in disks with and
without photoevaporation to understand the origins of the
solar system giant planets chemical composition, in addi-
tion to simulations with both Jupiter and Saturn to check
the compatibility of their chemical composition with their
dynamical histories. Our conclusions can be summarized as
follow:
• Since Sulfur and, more probably, Phosphorus were both
present as mostly refractory phases throughout the proto-
solar nebula, and because the uncertainties on their abun-
dances in Jupiter are low, they can hence be used to con-
strain the fraction of core mass that got eroded into its en-
velope. The other more volatile (hence location dependent)
elements such as Argon and Carbon can be used to con-
strain where/when in the disk did Jupiter form. The case
with photoevaporation however hints toward a fraction of S
and P in volatile phase, since this is the only possibility to
form Jupiter in the inner 10 AU.
• The highest fraction of Nitrogen in refractories mea-
sured so far in today’s solar system (14% solar abundance)
along with a 20 K N2 condensation temperature are too low
to explain the measured nitrogen abundance in both Jupiter
and Saturn if no significant photoevaporation induced disk
chemical enrichment took place. This implies that either the
Nitrogen chemically evolved significantly in the disk or that
it condensed at higher temperatures through trapping in
clathrate-hydrate ices.
• In the case with no disk photoevaporation, Jupiter’s
chemical composition is only obtained if it formed beyond
24 AU. This model predicts an oxygen enrichment in the
order of 3 times solar, a residual core of 2 or 5 M⊕ where
60-80% of the original core was eroded, and a total mass
of heavy elements in the planet (MZ) in the order of 15-17
M⊕. Saturn on the other hand can form in a larger swath of
the disk (1-5 and 20-25 AU). The model predicts a 40-60%
eroded core for this planet with Mc around 6-7 M⊕ and
MZ in the order of 16-18 M⊕ and an oxygen enrichment
between 5 and 12 times solar. No single disk was found to
form both planets in the right order with all their constraints
applied, indicating that either different physics or chemistry
are at play, or that this case is not a valid for our solar
system formation. In the case of Uranus & Neptune, no set
of parameters were found to match at the same time their
chemical composition and interior structure constraints.
• In the case with disk photoevaporation, a planet with
Jupiter’s chemical composition can form all the way in to
around 8 AU, due to the disk’s photoevaporation enriching
it in heavy elements. The gas accreted by the planet is usu-
ally enriched due to PE by factors slightly less than 2 with
respect to solar value. The rest of the metals in the enve-
lope have to be provided by core erosion. These Jupiters
have a residual core mass in the order of 1 to 3 M⊕, MZ in
the order of 14-15 M⊕. This model predicts the same oxy-
gen abundance for Jupiter as in the case with no disk PE.
In the case of Saturn, planets respecting all the constraints
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Figure 1. The final position (Rf) of Jupiter mass planets as
a function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time
(Tini). The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕.
This is the case with no disk photoevaporation, and showing all
planets with no constraints.
can be created continuously throughout the disk. These are
separated into two populations with core erosion factors be-
tween 40% and 60%, giving respective lower limits on Mc
and MZ of 7 and 15 M⊕, and upper limits of 15 and 25
M⊕. The predicted water enrichment for Saturn is in the
order of 12-15 times solar abundance, even though values as
low as 6 are not excluded. The cases with and without PE
might then be distinguishable by Mc and MZ of the giant
planets, but degeneracies can be present. In contrast to the
case without PE, pairs of Jupiter-Saturn respecting all of the
constrains and forming in the right order were found in the
case with PE. As in the case with no disk PE, no matches for
Uranus & Neptune have been found. This might be imply-
ing a more complex formation mechanism for these planets
similar to the CO ices enhancement proposed by (Ali-Dib et
al. 2014b).
• When checking for the pairs of Jupiter & Saturn masses
planets who crossed their mutual 2:3 resonance while ending
up with compatible chemical compositions, non were found
in the two cases with and without PE. This might be hinting
to a major role of type III migration in our solar system
history.
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Figure 3. The enrichment factor of Sulfur, Phosphorus, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Argon and Carbon predicted by this model for the case with
no disk photoevaporation for Jupiter. Bottom panels show the predicted core mass and total amount of heavy elements in the planet.
The dashed horizontal lines are the observational constraints.
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Figure 4. The final position (Rf) of Saturn mass planets as a
function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time
(Tini). The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕.
This is the case with no disk photoevaporation, and showing all
planets with no constraints.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but with all constraints (chemical
composition and core mass) applied.
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Figure 6. The enrichment factor of Sulfur, Phosphorus, Nitrogen, Oxygen, and Carbon predicted by this model for the case with no
disk photoevaporation for Saturn. The dashed horizontal lines are the observational constraints. Bottom left panels show the predicted
total amount of heavy elements in the planet. Core masses are now shown because all of these model have completely eroded cores.
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Figure 7. The final position (Rf) of Neptune mass planets as
a function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time
(Tini). The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕.
This is the case with no disk photoevaporation, and showing all
planets with no constraints.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but with the carbon abundance and
D/H constraints applied. Adding the informations on the interior
structure will remove all matching planets.
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Figure 9. The final position (Rf) of Jupiter mass planets as a function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time (Tini)
and showing all planets with no constraints. The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕. This is for case with disk
photoevaporation, where FUV is the value of M˙FUV used.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, but with all constraints (chemical composition and core mass) applied. This is in the case with disk
photoevaporation included.
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Figure 11. The enrichment factor of Sulfur, Phosphorus, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Argon and Carbon predicted by this model for the case
with disk photoevaporation included for Jupiter. Bottom panels show the predicted core mass and total amount of heavy elements in
the planet. The dashed horizontal lines are the observational constraints.
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Figure 12. The final position (Rf) of Saturn mass planets as a function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time (Tini)
and showing all planets with no constraints. The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕. This is for case with disk
photoevaporation, where FUV is the value of M˙FUV used.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 12, but with all constraints (chemical composition and core mass) applied. This is in the case with disk
photoevaporation included. The two distinct populations seen correspond to the 40% and 60% core erosion factors. These values should
hence be seen as lower and upper limits for the parameter being constrained.
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Figure 14. The enrichment factor of Oxygen, and Carbon predicted by this model for the case with disk photoevaporation for Saturn.
Top panels show the predicted total amount of heavy elements in the planet and their core masses. The dashed horizontal lines are the
observational constraints.
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Figure 15. The final position (Rf) of Neptune mass planets as a function of the seed’s initial position (R0) and injection time (Tini)
and showing all planets with no constraints. The geometrical forms are the seed’s initial mass in M⊕. This is for case with disk
photoevaporation, where FUV is the value of M˙FUV used.
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